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1. Introduction
Let G be a connected finite simple graph with vertex set V(G) and 

edge set The neighborhood of a vertex v € V(G), denoted by 

N(v), is the set of vertices adjacent to v. We use \X\ for the cardinality 

of a set X. A graph G is called a (p, g)-graph if |V(G)| = p and 

田(G)| = q.

The line graph £(G) of G is the graph whose vertices are the edges of 

G, with two vertices of L(G) are adjacent whenever the corresponding 

edges of G share a common vertex. Therefore, if G is a (p, 9)-graph, 

then the line graph L(G) has q vertices and § 52vev(G) ^(v)2 一 Q edges〉 

where d(v) is the degree of v.

A graph G is called a covering of G with projection p : G —> G if 

there is a surjection p : V(G) —> V(G) such that p|n⑴：―) 7V(v) 

is a bijection for any vertex v € V(G) and v E p-1(v). We also say that 

the projection p : G —> G is an n-fold covering of G if p is n-to-one. A 

covering p : G G is said to be regular (simply, 하if there 

is a subgroup A of the automorphism group Aut (G) of G acting freely 

on G so that the graph G is isomorphic to the quotient graph G]氏 

say by h,, and the quotient map G —> G/A is the composition hop 

of p and h. If the covering transformation group A of the covering G 

is the cyclic group Zn, then we call G a cyclic covering of G. When 

we wish to specify n, we call it n-fold cyclic covering graph. The fibre 

of an edge or a vertex is its preimage under p. Every >t-covering of a 

graph G can be constructed els follows [2]:

Convert G to a digarph by replacing each edge e of G with a pair 

of oppositely directed edges. By e-1 = vu, we mean the reverse edge
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to a directed edge e = uv. We denote the set of directed ed^es of 그 by 

E( G ). For an edge e = uv G we denote by ie and te the initial 

vertex u and the terminal vertex v of e, respectively. An A-voltage 

assignment of G is a function(/> : E(W) ■느 A with the property that 

^(e-1) = 机e)—' for each e G E(^). We denote(가(G; the set of all 

•4-voltage assignments of G. The derived graph G A derived from

and as its edge set E(G) x >4, so that an edge of G x ^4 joins a vertex

(u,g) to (v“机、e)g) for e = uv E E(G) and g E A. In the derived 

graph G x© A a vertex (u, g) is denoted by u5rand an edge (e,g) by 

eg. Define an ^4-action 垂 on G x© by ^(^)(vP1) = vgig-i for each 

v E V(G), and ①(9)(知)=cgig-i for each e E E(G). Clearly, the first 

coordinate projection p$ : G x©t G is an covering projection. 

In this paper, we show that the line graph of Zn-covering graph of a 

graph G can be expressed as a -covering graph of the line graph of 

G.

L(G)

< Fig. 1 그
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2. Main Theorem
Let p : G —* G be a cyclic covering graph. Then there is a Zn- 

voltage assignment <(> oi G such that p : G —> G is isomorphic to p© : 

G -소 G as coverings of G、i.e., their exists a graph isomorphism

$ : G —> G Zn such that pq应=p.

Now, we aim to show that the line graph L(G Zn) of the cyclic 

covering G Zn can be constructed as a cyclic covering of the line 

graph L(G) of G.

Let <^bea voltage assignment in C"(G; Zn). Define £(©) : ”(•乙(G))—> 

Zn as follows. Let ef e Z>(L(G)). Then e,J € E(G).

P-1(e) = {e0,ei,e2,...,en-i} and p-1(/) = {/o,/i,/2,-• • ,/n-i}-

We consider following three cases.

Case(i). If = tzv, f + = uw,= a and ^(/) = 6, then there exist 

an edge which joins the vertex et = 叩為너” and the vertex ft = 也並+ 
for all f G Zn, in the line graph L(G Zn) of G x© Zn. Define 

£(^)(ej) = 0, where 0 is 난le identity in Zn.

Case(ii). If e+ = tzv, = vw, ^(e) = a and ©(f) = b, then there 

exist an edge which joins the vertex et = utva^.t and the vertex f어r = 

U너r例+어“ for all i G Zn, in the line graph L(G x© Zn) of G x© Zn. 

Define £(</>)(e/) = a.

Case(iii). If e+ = uv, = wv, ©(e) = a and <^(/) = &, then 

there exist an edge which joins the vertex et = 讯。서” and the vertex 

/„6+a+j = w_6+a+lva+l for all i G in the line graph L(G x^Zn) of 

G Zn. Define £(^)(ej) = —6 + a.

By the construction of £(©), we can see that L(G) x^(^)Zn is iso

morphic to the line graph L{G Zn) of G Zn. We illustrate this 

in the figure 1. Now we summarize our discussion as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let p : G G be a cyclic covering graph of a simple 

connected graph G. Then the line graph Z(G) of the covering graph G 

can be represented as a cyclic covering graph of the line graph L(G).
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3. Applications
The adjacency matrix 4(G)= (a订)of G is the square matrix of 

order |V(G)| defined by

f 1 if z =4 j, e = vtvj, 
= t 0 =

Then the characteristic polynomial ©(G : X) of G is the character

istic polynomial det(AI — 4(G)) of A(G).

Let C denote the field of complex numbers, and let P be a digraph. 

A weighted digraph is a pair D3 = (D, 3), where u?: E(D)UV(D) t C 

is a fu그ction on the set U V(D) of edges and vertices in D. We 

call D the underlying digraph of D3 and 3 the weight function of D3、

Given any weighted digraph the adjacency matrix A(D^) = 

(<1寸)of is the square matrix of order |V(D)| defined by

'3(勿巧) if vtVj E E'(-D),

a” = 3(勿) if 2 = j,

0 otherwise.

and its characteristic polynomial is that of its adjacency matrix. We 

shall denote the characteristic polynomial of by A).

In this section we shall determine the characteristic polynomial of 

the line graphs of cyclic covering graphs. In the proofe of several the

orems we shall see the ^following lemma from the general theory of 

matrices [1].

LEMMA L Let 垂(X;人)denote the characteristic polynoimial of the 

square matrix X. If A is an p x q-matrix^ then

A) = A).

Let -R(G) be the p x ^-incident matrix of vertices and edges of the 

graph G and D(G) the degree matrix of G. Then

R(G)H(G)*  = A(G)+D(G) and R(G)LR(G) = 40(G))+27.

By using the lemma 1, we can see that

|(A - 2)1 -」40(G))| = |V -」R(G)々?(G)| = X9~P\XI - A(G) 一 D(G)|.
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It implies that

e(Z(G);入 一 2) = Xq~p\XI 一」4(G) — D(G)|, 

and hence

©0(G); 시 = (入 + 2严끼(入 + 2)7 - A(G) - 功：G)|

In particular, If G is a regular graphs of degree r with p vertices, then 

we have

① 0(G);人)=(入 + 项(G; A-r + 2).

Now, for any Zn-voltage assignment 8 of G ancLeach 7 G Aut (Zn), 

let 饱了)denote the spanning subgraph of the digraph 云 whose di

rected edge set of so that the digraph is the edge-disjonit

union of spaining subgraphs 그;* y)> 7 G Aut (Zn). Let “&(©) : E( G ) t 

C be the function defined by “&(©)(e) = 7(^(e),z) for e E E(금)) so 

that the adjacency matrix of a weighted digraph (或 s(,)) is the ma

trix

5Z “(*)& 겨Z"

76Aut (Zn)

for each z = 1,2, ••- ,n and each A(7)2)is an eignvalues of the permu

tation matrix P(7). By using these facts, Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 

in [3], we have

THEOREM 2. Let G be a simple connected graph and </> be an volt

age assignment in C"(G; Zn)t Then we have

n—1
臥지、G X, Zn); A)=n 垂(丽以")): 시, 

j=0

where %("))(e) = I exp夸严 if 心)(e)=加，故 each j,

I 0 otherwise

and

n—1
垂0(G x© Zn)；人)=(入 + 2严r) JI ①((知,9):入 + 2), 

j=0
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, z、 j exp(‘匹)J*  if(/>(e) = k9 ,.,々官 \
whereu?j(^)(e) = v n 7 for each i ando)j{<p){vs)

、0 otherwise

=d(vs) for each j and s.
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